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Introduction
Dumfries & Galloway Hard of Hearing Group and Dumfries & Galloway Council Youth Work have come
together to focus on the impact of COVID-19 on young people who have a hearing loss in Dumfries &
Galloway.

This report details the findings of consultation with young people. The purpose of the consultation
was to identify the impact COVID-19 was having on young people who have a hearing loss in order to
have a better understanding and to make recommendations for addressing any issues identified. 

The on-line phase of the consultation took place initially from November 2020 to January 2021, later
extended for a further month. Dumfries & Galloway Council Youth Work Team developed a confidential 
on-line survey which was advertised widely through various social media platforms and through other
agencies with an interest in young people. 

This was to be followed with face-to-face focus groups but COVID-19 restrictions, at that time, ruled
those out. The purpose of the focus groups was to gain a deeper understanding of young people’s
experience and to tease out some of the survey findings. This was replaced with 1-1 conversations
with some young people who had indicated in the survey that they would like to have further
involvement. From those discussions we now include some case studies which help illustrate the
challenges young people with hearing loss are experiencing. 

We would like to thank the Dumfries & Galloway Youth Work Team who helped deliver this project, the
NHS Endowment Trust and 10,000 Voices who helped fund the project and most importantly the young
people who took part.

Our thanks also goes out to the young people who took time to be involved in this project, particularly
at a time when so many young people were feeling isolated. By telling us your story we are able to tell
others who can and should make a difference.



Lewis is 13 and has been wearing hearing aids in both ears for 18 months. He was
fitted with them six months after starting secondary school education. 

Despite challenges with masks etc Lewis is keen to share the positives as well as
the negatives of wearing hearing aids. Lewis has been attending Dumfries &
Galloway Hard of Hearing lip reading classes with his mother for some time. He says
this is helping him to adjust to his hearing loss and to wearing hearing aids.

“ Having to wear hearing aids was a real shock”
“ I thought people would judge me when I got my hearing aids”
“ You are no less intelligent or smart just because you wear hearing aids – you don’t
need to dumb down because you have a hearing loss but this should be a given you
shouldn’t need to say that”
“ I am sometimes asked stupid questions like – are you really deaf”
“ I wanted to make a statement when I got my hearing aids so my ones are silver
and red – hearing loss isn’t something which needs to be hidden”
“ when you wear hearing aids all sounds are amplified – sounds echo and bounce off
walls”
“ I can hear sounds I couldn’t hear before – like the sound of high heels on an
auditorium floor . They make a click-clacking noise”
“It’s just so different -  I can hear people laughing now”

Lewis has now made three short video clips to be included in the Dumfries &
Galloway Hard of Hearing Deaf Awareness Training Course. 

Case Study



ABOUT THOSE WHO TOOK PART

12 - 16
78.6%

17 - 20
14.3%

21 - 25
7.1%

AGES OF
YOUNG
PEOPLE

TAKING PART

Nithsdale
78.6%

Annandale & Eskdale
7.1%

Stewartry
7.1%

Wigtownshire
7.1%

GEOGRAPHICAL
LOCATION OF
RESPONSES

" Online classes sometimes difficult to follow. Can’t lipread. Uncomfortable in groups as I’m high risk."



RESULTS 
YOUNG PEOPLE WERE ASKED A SERIES OF QUESTIONS IN RELATION TO THEIR
HEARING LOSS AND COVID 19

Good 
14.3%

Excellent 
14.3%

Okay 
71.4%

IN GENERAL HOW ARE YOU
FEELING ABOUT YOUR

HEARING LOSS PRIOR TO
COVID - 19?

Okay 
50%

Poor
35.7%

Good 
14.3%

IN GENERAL HOW ARE YOU
FEELING ABOUT YOUR

HEARING LOSS NOW (DURING
COVID-19) ?

"IT'S HARD TO HEAR ANYTHING NOW BECAUSE OF ALL THE MASKS"



YOUNG PEOPLE WERE ASKED TO GIVE THEIR VIEWS ON A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT STATEMENTS IN RELATION TO WEARING MASKS.

Often
28.6%

Most of the time 
28.6%

All of the time
21.4% Some of the time 

14.3%

Not at all 
7.1%

RESULTS 

HOW OFTEN ARE
TEACHERS/EMPLOYERS
WEARING MASKS WHEN

TALKING TO YOU?

Most of the time 
28.6%

All of the time
28.6%

Often
21.4%

Some of the time 
14.3%

Not at all 
7.1%

ARE YOU STRUGGLING TO
HEAR PEOPLE/COMMUNICATE

BECAUSE OF THE USE OF
MASKS?

Some of the time 
41.7%

Often
25%

Not at all 
16.7%

Most of the time 
16.7%

Not at all 
35.7%

Some of the time 
21.4%
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14.3%

Most of the time 
14.3%

All of the time
14.3%

Not at all 
42.9%

Some of the time 
28.6%

All of the time
14.3%
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7.1%
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HAVE YOU HAD TROUBLE ON
PUBLIC TRANSPORT/ IN

SHOPS TRYING TO
UNDERSTAND WHAT THEY

ARE SAYING DUE TO MASKS?

HAS THE USE OF MASKS MADE
YOU FEEL ISOLATED? 

HAS THE USE OF MASKS HAD
AN IMPACT ON YOUR
EDUCATION/WORK? 

 "JUST MORE DIFFICULT TO LIP READ WHEN NEEDED TOO AS WHEN I CAN’T HEAR I CAN UNDERSTAND WITH THEIR LIP MOVEMENT"



DH is a 16 year old student from North West Community Campus. DH has a moderate-severe hearing loss and has worn
two hearing aids since she was a child.

DH spoke about feeling very frustrated with her hearing loss during lockdown as she cannot hear due to the use of
masks. DH is also frustrated at the lack of support given by her school and feels they could have done much more to
support her.

How did you feel about your hearing loss before COVID?
“I was ok with it, it never really bothered me that much. I wore my hearing aids every day and there were never any
issues.”

How did you feel about your hearing loss after COVID?
“I really started to hate it. Everyone wore masks – teachers, friends, shopkeepers. I could not talk to anyone without
them wearing a mask. I had no idea what they were saying which is really embarrassing and frustrating.”

What was online learning like for you during lockdown?
“Really hard. I struggled to hear what people were saying online.”

Were you offered support at school with your hearing loss during COVID?
“School refused to use my radio aid as there were fears it would not be safe to use during to COVID and teachers
sharing it. This made classes so hard for me. My mum had a meeting with the school to try and sort it but nothing was
done. 

What would you have done to make your situation better?
“Let me use my radio aid, school to have an actual meeting with me to see how they could supported me, no more
masks!”

Case Study



YOUNG PEOPLE WERE ASKED TO GIVE THEIR VIEWS ON THE USE OF MASKS & COVID 19 AND HOW THIS HAS
IMPACTED THEIR MENTAL HEALTH.

OPEN QUESTIONS  

Two of the key themes that came through were:
1: Young people feeling frustrated about communicating with the use of masks.
2: Generally young people feeling more anxious. 

"my school and school bus
driver know I am deaf but

they still wear masks when
talking to me"

"I ask people to repeat what they have said if I
cannot hear what is being said. I have an

exemption card I also tell people of my hearing
loss."

"It’s hard to work out when people are
trying to speak to me when they have
there mask on. I feel like I’m annoying
the staff by always saying pardon all

the time"
" I'm ok with my hearing loss but I just feel

frustrated when people try and talk to me when
they're wearing a mask or i feel annoyed when

teachers won't wear the radio aid "

" I DON'T REALLY LIKE MY HEARING AIDS AND DON'T LIKE WEARING THEM. THEY CAN BE UNCOMFY TO WEAR AND ANNOYING SOMETIMES "

 " Yes. I have more
anxiety now and I

can't see my
friends who

understand me."

 " Teachers have to wear masks but I had
trouble when cashier told me the total. I

just could not understand. Felt silly "

" It's really had to lip read now
because of masks. "



RESULTS 
YOUNG PEOPLE WERE ASKED MORE QUESTIONS IN RELATION TO THEIR HEARING LOSS

HAVE YOU BEEN ABLE
TO GET HEARING AID

BATTERIES/COCHLEAR
IMPLANT BATTERIES

ETC DUE TO COVID-19? 50% NO50% YES 50% YES 50% NO

ARE YOU AWARE OF
THE EXEMPTIONS

AVAILABLE FOR THOSE
WITH A HEARING LOSS?

0 2 4 6 8

YES 

NO 

OTHER 

HAS YOUR SCHOOL/EMPLOYER MADE ANY ADJUSTMENTS
TO ACCOMODATE YOUR HEARING LOSS?

" Some difficulties with things like driving lessons and shopping. Being unable to lip read and speach volume decreased because of
mask usage. Having to come up with new solutions. Worst experience so far was a Driving Examiner  telling me to open my window for

ventelation on my good hearing side during a test."



RESULTS 
LASTLY YOUNG PEOPLE WERE ASKED WHAT THE 3 BIGGEST BARRIERS WERE FOR THEM IN
TERMS OF WEARING MASKS & COVID-19

Appointment to fix broken implant
Buying things in shops 

Teachers wearing masks

Lip reading
Muffled words 

Hearing aid pinging off

I can't lip read when people wear masks
I can't take part in online classes because I can't hear
I feel really alone right now 

People wearing masks 
Teachers refusing to wear radio aid 

Not understanding people well

Not being able to understand people, when I was little
when I couldn’t hear I would usually lip read but if they
have there mask on it’s hard. 

I don’t like to annoy people with always saying pardon.

It just isn’t very easy to be able to understand.

Not being able to hear someone, or
misunderstanding. 

Hearing aid too popping out due to mask

Not understanding cashiers
Not being able to hear people in shops when giving
directions or advice. 
Not being around people who understand me, apart
from my parents and grandparents.

Communication 
Lip reading

 Muffled speach



Case Study
JW is a 14-year-old student from Sanquhar Academy. He has two cochlear implants which he
has had since he was 6 years old. Due to the severity of JW’s hearing loss, he relies heavily on
lip reading. 

JW spoke about feeling “ok” with his hearing loss before COVID as he was used to it. However,
he spoke about hating his hearing loss after COVID due to issues with the masks and feeling
as though he could not hear anything. 

JW did not engage with school at all during lockdown as he couldn’t hear the online lessons.
His attendance at school has also decreased significantly since returning to school. JW does
not want to attend school as he can’t hear anything and feels really frustrated and exhausted.

How did you feel about your hearing loss before COVID?
“It was ok. I was used to it. I can’t change it so I just had to get used to it.”

How did you feel about your hearing loss after COVID?
“Hated it. Rubbish. Masks were rubbish and made it hard to hear anything. I never wanted to
go to school because I couldn’t hear anything teachers were saying.” 

What was online learning like for you during lockdown?
“I couldn’t take part as I couldn’t hear anything. I barely did any work at all during lockdown.
Pupil support would ask if I was ok but it didn’t make any difference because I couldn’t take
part in online classes or assemblies.”

Were you offered support at school with your hearing loss during COVID?
“No, not really. Teachers wore their masks in class. They would always ask me if I was ok but
it’s embarrassing being asked that all the time in front of the class. I just started hating
school and refusing to go.” 

What would you have done to make your situation better?
“No masks!!! Everyone wears masks now all the time. I don’t know what people are saying so I
just try not to talk to people.” 



Conclusion & Recommendations 
Despite using the most appropriate young people friendly methods this exercise revealed the challenges in contacting young
people who were already feeling isolated and irrelevant. However, by persevering we gathered a wealth of information and
more importantly, stories from young people who wanted others to know what it felt like to have a hearing loss during the
pandemic.  

Key issues which came over time and time again were the need for each young person to be listened to and for responses to
be tailored to the individual. One size most certainly doesn’t fit all. And on that theme, it was obvious that what young people
were telling us differed from what services believed was happening at the service delivery end, particularly in education
services. A major concern is the obvious impact on mental health and the increased number of young people with hearing
loss being referred to mental health services.

Young people with hearing loss have already lost out on so much because of COVID-19, in common with other young people.
However, going forward attention needs to be paid to the specific issues affecting them and appropriate responses put in
place. In particular – 
• Education services to identify all young people who have a hearing loss and listen to them when planning how best to
support them
• Where additional equipment e.g., radio microphones are required these to be provided
• Lip reading classes to be offered to all young people with a hearing loss – this not only improves technique it also increases
confidence and self esteem
• Young people with hearing loss who have not been able to participate in on-line learning to receive additional educational
support
• All customer facing services for young people to invest in deaf awareness training for their staff and volunteers 
• Young people with hearing loss to be supported to create their own social media platform which will help reduce isolation
and provide peer support
• Recognition from the hearing community that young people with hearing loss have felt even more isolated and excluded
because of the necessary use of masks. 
Dumfries & Galloway Hard of Hearing Group is committed to securing funding for a fixed term Youth Officer post to take this
work forward and to explore how we can support young people with hearing loss in ways which are acceptable to them.
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